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Nathan Mellott
Nathan Mellott is Hoffman Transport’s Employee of the Month for June 2019. Nate has been
a vital part to the Operations team at Hoffman Transport for the last 2 years. He assists in
many ways as the Local Operations dispatcher, account manager, customer service, and the
IT department to keep the operation running smoothly. Recently, he has spent countless
hours during and after work to finalize upgrading both the shop and dispatch software programs to move Hoffman Transport into the future. If you happen to see Nate, please take a
moment to congratulate him on becoming Hoffman Transport, Inc.’s Employee of the Month.
Nate, please see Ryan for a special “Thank You” from Hoffman Transport.

HOFFMAN TRANSPORT, INC. 485 MASON DIXON ROAD

GREENCASTLE

PA 17225 (717) 597 7117 www.hoffmantransport.com

Kyle Culbertson

Kyle came on board as an entry level mechanic and immediately began to excel in the
mechanical field. He always shows the willingness to learn, help others and is always up for a
challenge. Kyle is currently working on achieving his CDL license so he can obtain his class
7 inspection license to become even more of an asset to Hoffman Transport. For these
reasons and many more he has achieved the Golden Wrench Award. The Golden Wrench
Award is an award achieved by a shop employee for an outstanding performance during the
previous month and is voted on by their fellow employees. With that being said, Kyle's
excellent performance has not only been observed by management, but by his fellow
employees as well which is a great honor. During Kyle's off time he enjoys competing in
tractor pulls all over the east coast with his family’s pulling tractor. Kyle also operates a
commercial and residential lawn care business, so let him know if you would like a quote. It's
been a pleasure watching Kyle grow with the company, and we see a bright future for him
with Hoffman Transport, Inc. If you happen to see Kyle please congratulate him on his
outstanding performance.
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EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY – EVERY Empty Reefer Trailer
taken to Ventura Foods in Chambersburg, PA needs to be 100%
full of fuel, otherwise it will be rejected.

Driver

License Expires

Driver

Expiration

Ken Roberts

7/27/19

Whittington, Brian

7/07/19

Fickes, Arthur

7/10/19

Brandle, Curtis

7/13/19

Davy, Raymond

7/13/19

Woods, William

7/13/19

Miller, Angelia

7/14/19

Wieland, Aaron

7/18/19

Miller, Charles

7/22/19

Henderson, Maurice

7/24/19

Youmans, Jonathan

7/26/19

*It is the DRIVERS responsibility to get
a copy of your new license to Safety before it expires. Failure to do this WILL
result in discipline.*

Attention Drivers: If your DOT physical is due to
expire in July, please see Ryan ASAP to schedule your
physical and receive the necessary paperwork.
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William “Bill” Tansley

ALWAYS READ YOUR PEOPLENET MESSAGES
You may have notes on your outbound trip
pack that relate to your outbound load, but
information related to your backhaul are
generally sent with your backhaul work flow to
your PeopleNet. Sometimes there’s not a lot
to say about a backhaul as it is pretty basic.
However, other times you need to precool for your upcoming refrigerated load, call the
broker for details, or most often we need you to move trailers. It’s not because we just feel
like having you move trailers around for fun; it’s to provide shippers with the correct trailer
type. All refrigerated loads obviously require a reefer, but not every dry shipper will ship on a
reefer; some will only load on dry vans. It’s a challenge sometimes to manage trailer types
versus booked freight, and we really appreciate your attention to it as it makes getting your
backhauls preloaded a whole lot easier!
~ Adrianne
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From April 2019

Aaron Wieland

Chris Varner

Greg Pheabus

Paul Demers

Adam Shade

Cody Ritz

Jacob Dejernett

Phil Dumas

Alan Shives

Cory Grantham

Dave Frankton

Jeff Davy

Al Shenk

Curtis Brandle

Jerry Mclanahan

Ross Keeney

Albert Hite

Daryl Anders

Jim Mellott

Ryan Minella

Andrew Pheabus

Dennis Yokum

Jon Youmans

Steve Pastore

Angie Miller

Desmond Pantaja

Joe Myerly

Tom Cusic

Art Fickes

Doug Herrington

Josh Johnson

Tyler Belcher

Barry Peck

Doug Ledford

Lonn Stevenson

Wayne Arbogast

Bill Dunigan

Drew Vignali

Keith Williams

Bill Fitz

Eddie Kelbaugh

Ken Roberts

Bill Woods

Sonny Hoffman

Ken Stahl

Brian Whittington

Eldon Robison

Matt Cooper

Ken Carpenter

Eric Harry

Maurice Henderson

Charles Miller

Eric Shorter

Mike Weir

Cliff Harry

Greg Lindsay

Nick Horton

Drivers with no more than 1 HOS violation under 10 minutes, no more than 1 missed fuel stop, and no more than 2 fuel stopoffs within 5 minutes.

Alphonso Robinson

Ron Lockhart

Carl Young

Tyler Kerns

Number of
Drivers in each
category

# of Drivers

%

Category

57

70

81%

Violation Free

4

70

6%

Honorable Mention

9

70

13%

Not Applicable
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Eddie Kelbaugh
Jerry
McClanahan
Paul Demers
Jose Rojas

Derrick Scott

Kenneth Stahl

Tom Cusic
Ryan Minella

Stan McBeth

Bill Dunigan

Alan Shives

Happy Work Anniversary
Curtis Brandle

3 years

Richard Osenbaugh-Acost

6 years

Eddie Kelbaugh

5 years

Steven Pastore

11 years

Kevan Koons

2 years

Tim Reitz

30 years

Brandi Mellott

4 years

Jose Rojas

18 years

Karl Wenzl

4 years

Thank you for being a part of the Hoffman team!
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Below are the Performance Bonus Winners for April 2019. If you see your name, please see Ryan to collect your winnings.
Team 1
*

Top 10%

Top 50%

MPG

Trk

Name

1

$100.00

$50.00

8.49

333

Wieland, A

2

$100.00

$50.00

7.6

327

Anders, D

3

$50.00

7.49

331

Williams, K

4

$50.00

7.48

336

Kelbaugh, E

5

$50.00

6.67

386

Nevels, R

Team 2
*

Top 10% Top 50%

MPG

Trk

Name

1

$100.00

$50.00

8.75

403

Demers, P

2

$100.00

$50.00

8.2

400

Cusic, T

3

$50.00

8.01

399

Fitz, B

4

$50.00

7.85

416

Arbogast, W

5

$50.00

7.72

418

Cooper, D

6

$50.00

7.68

397

Whittington, B

7

$50.00

7.68

415

Robison, E

8

$50.00

7.64

405

Fickes, A
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SPOTTED LANTERNFLY MANAGEMENT (PA)
The Spotted Lanternfly is an invasive planthopper that is native to China. It made its way to the United States
and was first detected in 2014 in southeastern Pennsylvania. It feeds on many types of plants, including
economically important crops like fruit trees, grapevines, hops, hardwoods and ornamentals.
A quarantine has been put into place to contain the spread of this invasive pest. The quarantine covers 13
counties in Pennsylvania. (Berks, Bucks, Carbon, Chester, Dauphin, Delaware, Lancaster, Lebanon, Lehigh,
Monroe, Montgomery, Northampton, Philadelphia and Schuylkill.) (see map)

Hoffman Transport, Inc. is not currently in the quarantine area, but we do travel in and out of the quarantine
areas on a daily basis and therefore have to comply with the state quarantine to stop the spread of this invasive
pest.
Permits are on the way for our equipment.

Some ways to comply and help to stop the spread of the Spotted Lanternfly:
For our drivers that are in and out of the quarantined areas, please check your truck and trailer(s) for egg
masses, instars, and adults (see below diagram of the Lanternfly lifecycle and pictures). Egg masses occur
from late fall to early spring. Other times of the year, you will see nymphs and adults. If you find egg masses
from September to June, scrape the egg masses off with a plastic card or putty knife. Scrape the egg masses
into a plastic bag with isopropyl alcohol or hand sanitizer inside. They can also be smashed or burned.
Nymphs, and adults should be killed.
For our shop employees, while doing PM’s on trucks and trailers, look for egg masses, instars, and adults.
(see below for diagram of the Lanternfly lifecycle and pictures). Egg masses should be scraped off with a
plastic card or putty knife into a plastic bag filled with hand sanitizer or isopropyl alcohol. These masses can
also be smashed or burned. Nymphs, and adults should be killed.
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Adult SLF

If you see a Spotted Lanternfly outside of the quarantined zone, please report it to the PA Department of
Agriculture. 1-888-422-3359.
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A pay stub is somewhat like a resume of your income. It shows all the information
regarding the current pay period and year-to-date totals. These totals are the evidence
that pay has been continual and consistent. It is not a smart practice to throw your pay
check stub or direct deposit stub away, especially if you are looking to make any large
purchases in the future. You will need some of those papers to prove your employment
and income to the lender. You can use this as proof of income, providing details about
your employer as well as how much money you made in a given pay period.
Below are some of the reasons you should keep your pay stubs:
Proof of Income
When applying for a personal loan, you need
all the necessary documents for approval; this
includes proof of income. Lenders request
proof of income as a way to verify the
borrower’s ability to repay the loan. Lenders
can have different requirements and some
may ask for one document (pay stub)
showing your income while others ask for
several (many weeks of pay stubs and your
last income tax return).
Proof of employment
To get the clear picture of a borrower’s ability to repay their debt, lenders typically
require proof of income. These documents will also show that you have a steady
job and therefore a solid stream of income.
For Income Tax return filing
Paycheck stubs come in handy when it is time to file your income tax for the year.
These stubs help us in showing our total income, the total amount of taxes we
paid, proof of work expenses as well as the proof of health benefits.
For a work reference
Other than the proof of income and proof of
employment, there are many other ways pay
stubs help. They show the number of hours
worked per pay period, where you worked
and the length of employment.
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Answer Key:
1) Sandbox
2) Pheasant under glass
3) Hope to it
4) Fork over the money
5) Arctic Circle
6) Missing you

7) Resting up for the big weekend
8) Polka dots
9) Trail mix
10) Don’t sell yourself short
11) Falling in love
12) You are full of bologna
13) Head for cover

14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

Four leaf clover
Bicycle
Pickoff play
Corporate downsizing
Win with ease
Right on the nose
The three sons
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